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OVERVIEW

When California voters passed Proposition 64 
and legalized recreational cannabis in 2016, there 
appeared to be two primary motivations. First, 
voters hoped that the measure would scale back 
ineffective policies of the War on Drugs and its 
associated systems of mass criminalization and 
incarceration. Second, because the measure 
allowed both the state and localities to collect 
taxes on cannabis businesses, voters believed 
the initiative would generate substantial new 
revenue that could be used to invest in youth 
programs, substance abuse prevention and 
treatment, environmental restoration and public 
health initiatives. Unfortunately, three years after 
the passage of Proposition 64, elected officials 
have made decisions that are failing to meet 
these expectations and to reverse the course of 
the War on Drugs. 

Proposition 64 set tax rates for cannabis at 
the state level and gave cities and counties the 
authority to impose local taxes on top of the 
state tax. To date, the state government has 
made some encouraging progress in investing 

$28.5 million in cannabis revenue in those 
communities that were heavily impacted by 
the War on Drugs, providing funding for job 
training, mental health, legal services, and other 
community needs.1 The state is also currently 
in the process of implementing the mandated, 
larger funding stream that will go toward the 
prevention, early intervention, and treatment of 
youth substance abuse. 

However, cities and counties have for the most 
part failed to capture and invest this new source 
of funds appropriately. As will be described 
below, many jurisdictions are not even imposing 
a tax on cannabis activity. And for those that 
are taxing cannabis, rather than use these 
revenues to address the concerns that drove 
legalization, these local governments are investing 
a substantial portion of it toward expanding 
the already-massive criminal justice system and 
opening up new fronts in the War on Drugs. In 
particular, local cannabis revenue has been a 
windfall for police departments across the state. 

To date, the state government has made some encouraging 

progress in investing $28.5 million in cannabis revenue in 

those communities that were heavily impacted by the War 

on Drugs, providing funding for job training, mental health, 

legal services, and other community needs.1 However, cities 

and counties have for the most part failed to capture and 

invest this new source of funds appropriately.
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Yet California has already 
spent decades over-investing 
in police and the criminal 
justice system to address 
drug usage, among many 
other public health and 
safety issues. Not only has it 
been ineffective at creating 
healthier communities, it has 
also been one of the most 
destructive public policy 
strategies in our history. All 
across the state, from San 
Diego to the Emerald Triangle, 
there are communities that 
have been devastated by the 
War on Drugs. In particular, 
Black and Brown communities 
have had massive amounts of 
public resources dedicated to 
the criminalization of their res- 
idents, often at the expense of investments in 
education, health, jobs, housing, and other, less 
harmful, public safety strategies. These dynamics 
have fueled the mass incarceration system, 
separated hundreds of thousands of families, and 
deepened intergenerational poverty and trauma. 

Furthermore, often overlooked is that the War 
on Drugs is, in many respects, a War on Children. 
Growing up with parents who are incarcerated or  

have a criminal record has trapped generations of 
children in poverty, severely limiting their access to 
quality education, healthcare, housing, and future 
employment. Having an incarcerated parent also 
exposes youth to levels of trauma that can be even 
greater than those resulting from a parent’s death 
or divorce.2 Moreover, mass incarceration has led 
to more children entering the foster care system, 
exposing them to even higher risks of childhood 
trauma, homelessness, child sex trafficking, and 
future incarceration.3 And it must also be noted 
that many of those ensnared by the War on Drugs 
are youth themselves.  

In short, the law enforcement-centered approach 
to addressing cannabis has operated as a giant 
wrecking ball, destabilizing countless families and 
communities across the state. Given this history, 
the only just course of action is to ensure that 
the benefits being realized from Proposition 64 
are enjoyed by the communities who bore the 
brunt of the drug war for so long. However, most 
of the benefits are instead flowing to a primarily 

“Corporate cannabis” has become one of 

the preeminent growth industries in the 

state and the nation. The predominantly 

affluent White people who own these 

businesses are getting even wealthier 

by selling the same product that led to 

enormous harm being caused to mostly 

Black and Brown people.

Photo: Cheryl A. Guerrero 
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White-owned legal cannabis industry. “Corporate 
cannabis” has become one of the preeminent 
growth industries in the state and the nation. 
In fact, California’s $3.1 billion legal cannabis 
industry is already the largest in the world, and 
within five years it is expected to more than 
double in size.4 In other words, the predominantly 
affluent White people who own these businesses 
are getting even wealthier by selling the same 
product that led to enormous harm being caused 
to mostly Black and Brown people.

Now these cannabis entrepreneurs are 
attempting to expand their market share even 
further by seeking to have law enforcement 
escalate efforts to crack down on the unlicensed 
cannabis industry (much of which is run by people 
of color). Their efforts have succeeded, resulting 
in many localities directing large chunks of their 
Proposition 64 tax revenues toward police to 
expand their enforcement efforts. Thus, cannabis 
legalization has not signaled the end of the War on 
Drugs, as many Californians had hoped. Instead, 
we are in the midst of creating a War on Drugs 2.0, 
which risks producing many of the same types of 
consequences as the original.5 

While repairing the harm caused by such clear 
examples of systemic racism is often not easy 
or straightforward, in this case, there are clear 
and concrete steps that can be taken. While this 
industry is still in its infancy phase, we still have 
the opportunity to shift how these local revenues 
are captured and used. That opportunity should 
not to be missed, because it is exceedingly rare for 
hundreds of millions of new potential tax dollars to 
become available at the local level. Furthermore, in 
the coming years, those revenues are likely to grow 
exponentially as the number of legal businesses 
expands and as more people turn from illegal to 
legal cannabis for their recreational and other uses. 

Thus, this is a critical juncture for California. As local 
governments bring in more and more revenues 
from legal cannabis, policymakers can go down 

one of two paths. They can continue the existing 
pattern by failing to tax the cannabis industry 
at all or at very low rates and by investing the 
revenues they do collect in the expansion of law 
enforcement and the criminalization of people of 
color. Or, alternatively, they can support the health 
and wellbeing of communities of color by imposing 
reasonable local taxes and investing cannabis tax 
revenues in youth development, public health, and 
economic equity. This report provides never-before-
seen data describing the outcomes of Path #1 so 
that more cities and counties can learn from these 
mistakes and instead opt for Path #2 and thus 
make smarter investments in California’s future.

The War on Drugs and Systemic Racism 

By 1982, California had already built an expansive 
criminal justice system. Adjusting for inflation, Cal-
ifornians spent $12.0 billion that year (in 2018 dol-
lars) at the state and local levels on police, prosecu-
tors, jails, prisons, probation, and other aspects of 
the justice system.6 By itself, the California criminal 
justice system employed 128,643 people, including 
71,380 just by police and sheriff’s departments.7 

Nevertheless, California continued to aggressively 
expand its criminal justice system, due in 
substantial part to the War on Drugs. Thus, by 
2015, spending on the criminal justice system 
had risen by 245% since 1982 (compared to a 57% 
increase in population).8 That produced a $42.1 
billion system (in 2018 dollars) employing 236,990 
people, an increase of 108,347.9 Over that time, 
police spending rose 177%, from $6.3 billion in 
1982 to $17.5 billion in 2015 (see Figure Two).10 As 
a result, there were 103,483 police employees, an 
increase of 32,103.11

FINDINGS
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Figure One. CA Criminal Justice Spending, in Billions of 2018 Dollars

Figure Two. CA Police Spending, in Billions of Dollars

Sources: Bureau of Justice Statistics
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This expanded justice system resulted in a far 
larger role for law enforcement in Californians’ 
lives, including carrying out the mass 
criminalization and incarceration of many more 
categories of behavior related to poverty, mental 
illness, homelessness, and—especially—drug 
use. For example, as recently as 2010, there were 
71,816 arrests for cannabis offenses across the 
state in just one year.12 Of those, 57,262 (80%) 
were for cannabis possession.13 

It is impossible to analyze these dynamics without 
taking into account the role of systemic racism. 
California’s massive investments in such “tough on 
crime” approaches were overwhelmingly directed 
at communities of color. For example, despite 
having comparable rates of cannabis use, White 
people and people of color have had radically 
different experiences with how that behavior has 
been treated by law enforcement.14 A 2013 study 
found that for every 100,000 White Californians, 
there were 171 arrests for cannabis offenses.15 
In contrast, for every 100,000 Black Californians, 
there were 374 arrests.16 In other words, Black 
people were arrested at more than twice the rate 
as White people for the same offenses. 

All across the state, there have been stark 
disparities in cannabis arrests. In Long Beach, 
between 2010 and 2016, Black residents 
constituted 13% of the population but 44% 
of the cannabis-related arrests.17 During the 

same timeframe in Sacramento, Black residents 
represented 11% of the population but 35% of 
the cannabis-related arrests.18 And in Los Angeles 
County, between 2012 and 2016, Black people were 
just 8% of the population subject to the Sheriff’s 
Department jurisdiction, but represented 26% of 
cannabis bookings.19  

Overall, California made an enormous investment 
in a deeply flawed, extremely harmful, and racially 
unjust set of practices. For example, according 
to the ACLU, prior to the passage of Proposition 
64, nearly half a billion dollars was spent annually 
on the enforcement of cannabis laws.20 Much of 
that was on the costs of incarceration for these 
offenses. In Sacramento, for example, between 
2010 and 2016 residents spent 704,907 days in 
custody for offenses that are largely legal now, 
costing taxpayers more than $83 million.21  

These practices were also extremely costly for 
the individuals who were most directly affected. 
For example, between 2012 and 2016, the Los 
Angeles Police Department made 7,600 arrests 
involving cannabis-related offenses.22 Those 
arrested individuals paid nearly $8 million in non-
refundable bond deposits.23 All across the state the 
criminalization of cannabis produced similar losses 
of community wealth, primarily from high-poverty 
neighborhoods, thus deepening the already-severe 
income and wealth inequality across the state. 

Corporate cannabis and law enforcement were well-matched for a 

post-Proposition 64 partnership. The cannabis industry recruited 

political heavyweights to work for them, hired major lobbying firms to 

push localities and the state to increase enforcement activities on the 

unlicensed industry, and engaged in a major public relations campaign 

to demonize that sector.
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Given this context, Proposition 64 represented a 
significant change in the landscape. Rather than 
a heavily policed, 100% illegal market, all of a 
sudden wealthy investors had access to a brand 
new, legal, and highly lucrative industry. However, 
to maximize their profitmaking, they were going 
to need help to prevail over their competition 
within the underground economy. Meanwhile, law 
enforcement faced a post-Proposition 64 future in 
which a significant portion of the rationale for the 
build-up in their budgets—namely, the enforcement 
of marijuana laws—was being eliminated. Unless 
they were able to successfully pivot toward other 
enforcement activities, they risked being downsized 
to match their reduced responsibilities.

Thus, corporate cannabis and law enforcement 
were well-matched for a post-Proposition 64 

partnership. The cannabis industry recruited 
political heavyweights to work for them, hired 
major lobbying firms to push localities and the 
state to increase enforcement activities on the 
unlicensed industry, and engaged in a major 
public relations campaign to demonize that 
sector.24 And law enforcement, which has so 
effectively been able to expand the scope of 
its responsibilities over the past few decades, 
was more than happy to oblige in committing 
itself to the next in a long line of “tough on 
crime” strategies and continue with its War on 
Drugs. Thus, as cities and counties around the 
state proceeded to pass and implement the 
local ordinances needed to tax recreational 
cannabis, the cannabis industry and law 
enforcement were in prime position to 
advance their shared interests.

Local Cannabis Tax Revenue: A Windfall for Police

To better understand the impact of the taxes 
imposed by localities, we researched those cities 
that were the first to pass recreational cannabis 
ordinances related to Proposition 64 and that 
had actually begun to collect cannabis-related 
revenue by 2018.25 That includes those cities 
that passed ordinances in 2016 in anticipation 
that Proposition 64 would be approved by 
voters, as well as those that passed ordinances 
in 2017. In total, that includes 28 cities from 
across the state, ranging from very large cities 
(such as Los Angeles, Long Beach, and San 
Diego) to small ones (such as Point Arena, 
Woodlake, and Greenfield).

Those cities have been tasked with allocating a 
substantial amount of new revenue. To illustrate, 
according to the projections in their city budgets, 
these cities estimated that they would bring in 
over $85 million from local cannabis taxes in just 
the 2019-20 fiscal year (see Figure Three).26 

Photo: David Downs
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About Local Cannabis 
Taxes

As of January 31, 2019, 289 California 
jurisdictions allowed some form of 
legal cannabis commercial activity. Of 
these 289, 135 had passed ordinances 
imposing a tax on cannabis cultivation, 
retail, manufacturing, distribution, 
and/or testing. Relative to other similar 
products, such as tobacco taxes, these 
taxes were modest in size. 

Retail, Manufacturing, 
Distribution, and Testing
Most jurisdictions taxed by gross 
receipts. The average initial overall tax 
rate was 5% and ranged from 1% to 15%. 
The average maximum overall tax rate 
was 10% and ranged from 2% to 21%.

Cultivation
62 of those jurisdictions taxed by 
the square foot, 47 taxed by business 
“gross receipts,” and 18 taxed some 
other way, such as a combination 
of the two. The average initial 
cultivation tax rate by gross receipts 
was 5% and ranged from 1% to 10%. 
Many jurisdictions opted to reserve 
the right to raise taxes in the future, 
imposing a maximum rate that could 
be levied. The average maximum rate 
was 10% and ranged from 1% to 20%. 

By square foot, the average initial rate 
was $8 and ranged from $1.33 to $18. 
The average maximum rate was $15 and 
ranged from $2 to $50.

Source: Public Health Institute, 2019. Support: California 
Tobacco Related Disease Research program.

The revenue collected from cannabis in 
nearly all these cities (except for Shasta 
Lake—see below) goes into their “general 
fund” where it is used to pay for various 
city services. However, for most cities, 
the largest chunk of their general fund 
spending goes toward the police. On 
average, for the 28 cities in our study, 
police spending represented 39% of 
general fund spending (see Figure Four).27 
For some cities, such as Cloverdale, 
Modesto, and Woodlake, police spending 
represents the majority of their general 
fund spending. Thus, absent any 
affirmative efforts to direct additional 
resources elsewhere, new revenues such 
as those from cannabis tend to heavily 
benefit the police.

Additionally, instead of actively seeking 
to direct new revenues elsewhere, many 
jurisdictions are instead explicitly seeking 
to use cannabis revenues to expand police 
budgets. For example, San Diego has 
decided that “enforcement of marijuana 
laws” and “proactively cracking down on 
illegal operators” should be prioritized 
in deploying cannabis revenues.28 Los 
Angeles is directing millions of dollars 
per year in cannabis revenues to the 
police “overtime fund” where it is used for 
“investigating and enforcing laws relative 
to illegal cannabis businesses” among 
other law enforcement functions.29 And 
the small city of Woodlake, which only has 
a city police budget of $1.6 million and nine 
police officers overall, uses its cannabis 
revenue to “fund an additional officer, an 
additional K9, and a patrol vehicle.”30 
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Figure Three. Projected Local Cannabis 
Revenue 2019-20 Fiscal Year

City County

Projected 
Cannabis 
Revenue  
2019-2020

Adelanto San Bernardino $600,000

Bellflower Los Angeles $860,000

Cathedral City Riverside $6,250,000

Cloverdale Sonoma $120,000

Coachella Riverside $360,000

Coalinga Fresno $755,818

Cotati Sonoma $358,500

Davis Yolo $620,000

Dixon Solano $1,080,000

Greenfield Monterey $2,632,298

Grover Beach San Luis Obispo $1,500,000

Hayward Alameda $250,000

King City Monterey $325,000

Long Beach Los Angeles $4,000,000

Los Angeles Los Angeles $41,000,000

Modesto Stanislaus $5,275,000

Pacifica San Mateo $125,000

Palm Springs Riverside $2,383,000

Point Arena Mendocino $37,500

Salinas Monterey $1,200,000

San Diego San Diego $11,500,000

San Leandro Alameda $600,000

Santa Barbara Santa Barbara $500,000

Santa Rosa Sonoma $1,300,000

Seaside Monterey $520,000

Shasta Lake Shasta $496,000

Watsonville Santa Cruz $323,000

Woodlake Tulare $365,000

Total $85,336,116

Figure Four. Police Spending as a Percentage 
of General Fund Spending 2019-20 Fiscal Year

City County

% of General 
Fund Spending 
Dedicated 
to Police

Adelanto San Bernardino 34%

Bellflower Los Angeles 40%

Cathedral City Riverside 37%

Cloverdale Sonoma 62%

Coachella Riverside 38%

Coalinga Fresno 49%

Cotati Sonoma 47%

Davis Yolo 33%

Dixon Solano 30%

Greenfield Monterey 35%

Grover Beach San Luis Obispo 34%

Hayward Alameda 47%

King City Monterey 47%

Long Beach Los Angeles 44%

Los Angeles Los Angeles 26%

Modesto Stanislaus 51%

Pacifica San Mateo 28%

Palm Springs Riverside 28%

Point Arena Mendocino 18%

Salinas Monterey 41%

San Diego San Diego 35%

San Leandro Alameda 35%

Santa Barbara Santa Barbara 33%

Santa Rosa Sonoma 34%

Seaside Monterey 39%

Shasta Lake Shasta 48%

Watsonville Santa Cruz 41%

Woodlake Tulare 59%

Average 39%

Source: City Budgets
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Some cities have gone even further in targeting 
cannabis revenues toward the police. Shasta 
Lake made its ordinance a “special tax,” which 
required approval by two-thirds of voters 
instead of the typical majority required for a 
“general tax.” That special tax proposal stated 
that all cannabis tax revenue would be used to 
“provide funding to support law enforcement 
and code enforcement activities.”31 The 
ordinance passed with 79% of the vote, thus 
providing a new dedicated funding stream for 
the police.32

The average shift 
in police budgets for 
these 28 cities was 
an increase of 19% 
over that three-year 
period.

 In short, new cannabis revenue has been a boon 
for law enforcement. Between 2016-17 (the year that 
Proposition 64 was passed) and 2019-20, 23 of the 
28 cities we researched experienced double-digit 
increases in the amount of general fund dollars going 
into their police budgets (see Figure Five).33 Eight of 
the 28 saw their police budgets grow by at least 25%. 
Overall, the average shift in police budgets for these 
28 cities was an increase of 19% over that three-year 
period. Ultimately, in just those cities, over $455 mil-
lion more in general fund dollars was spent on police 
in 2019-20 than was spent just three years earlier.

Photos, clockwise from top left: The Orange County Register; Global Research;  Joshua Lott for the Marshall Project 
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Figure Five. Changes in Police Spending After Passage of Proposition 64

City County
2016-2017 
Police Spending

2019-2020 
Police Spending % Change

Greenfield Monterey $2,319,100 $3,575,262 54%

Dixon Solano $4,141,381 $5,945,693 44%

Palm Springs Riverside $25,675,356 $34,323,000 34%

San Leandro Alameda $31,749,103 $40,914,566 29%

Woodlake Tulare $1,232,922 $1,581,801 28%

Cloverdale Sonoma $3,334,752 $4,198,699 26%

Cathedral City Riverside $14,792,447 $18,590,381 26%

Cotati Sonoma $2,950,972 $3,698,397 25%

Shasta Lake Shasta $2,660,555 $3,309,417 24%

Seaside Monterey $11,064,352 $13,727,237 24%

Santa Rosa Sonoma $48,458,821 $59,658,991 23%

San Diego San Diego $439,642,132 $539,262,929 23%

King City Monterey $3,137,112 $3,764,593 20%

Coachella Riverside $8,171,602 $9,656,954 18%

Long Beach Los Angeles $207,137,483 $243,903,742 18%

Modesto Stanislaus $59,102,867 $69,535,702 18%

Los Angeles Los Angeles $1,433,792,173 $1,676,632,617 17%

Adelanto San Bernardino $5,522,618 $6,404,817 16%

Davis Yolo $17,563,698 $19,945,541 14%

Grover Beach San Luis Obispo $3,833,268 $4,297,905 12%

Bellflower Los Angeles $11,536,155 $12,870,580 12%

Santa Barbara Santa Barbara $40,942,916 $45,555,190 11%

Hayward Alameda $71,139,162 $78,725,448 11%

Salinas Monterey $36,059,797 $39,484,747 9%

Pacifica San Mateo $9,333,300 $10,203,510 9%

Watsonville Santa Cruz $17,229,057 $18,650,882 8%

Point Arena Mendocino $113,015 $109,868 -3%

Coalinga Fresno $3,419,918 $3,246,688 -5%

Average +19%

Source: City Budgets
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Overall, these are enormous 
budgetary shifts for such 
a short period of time. 
They are particularly 
noteworthy given the long 
history of similar increases 
being enjoyed by police 
departments across the 
state. Of course, cannabis 
revenues by themselves are 
certainly not responsible 
for all of these increases.34  
Nevertheless, it is clear 
that cannabis is already 
playing a significant role in 
the continuing expansion 
of law enforcement budgets 
across the state rather than 
shifting investment to social 
sectors that can prevent 
crime and incarceration.

As an example of how trans-
formative cannabis revenues 
can be for a police depart-
ment, consider Greenfield, 
home to 17,648 in the Salinas 
Valley.35 Prior to the passage 
of Proposition 64, Green-
field’s total general fund rev-
enues amounted to less than 
$7 million annually.36 By 2019-
20, the city projected over $2.6  
million just in cannabis reve-  
nue.37 Alongside the many city departments that saw significant budgetary increases, Greenfield’s general 
fund spending on the police department grew by 56% in just three years (see Figure Six). As a result, this 
small city, which had a police department with only 15.9 full-time employees (FTEs) when Proposition 64 
was passed in 2016-17, now has 34.1 FTEs.38

As a result of this continued infusion of resources into law enforcement strategies, California’s War on 
Drugs has raged on. For example, while there have been numerous major developments intended to roll 
back the criminalization of drug use in recent years, including Proposition 64 and 2014’s Proposition 47 
(which made drug possession a misdemeanor instead of a felony), California’s criminal justice system is 
still being flooded with drug arrests (though most are now misdemeanors).39  In fact, there were more people

Sources: City Budgets

Figure Six. Greenfield, CA: General Fund Spending on Police 
Pre- and Post-Proposition 64

Figure Seven. Greenfield, CA: Number of Police FTEs by Year
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arrested for drug offenses in 
California in 2018 than there 
were before these initiatives 
(see Figure Eight).40 

Plus, while the enforcement 
of cannabis laws has always 
been concentrated within 
communities of color, it 
has become even more so 
in recent years. People of 
color represented 68% of 
cannabis arrests in 2013, 
but by 2018 that had risen 
to 75% (though with far 
fewer cannabis arrests in 
total).41  

Moreover, beyond the 28 cities highlighted 
above, jurisdictions all across the state 
are pouring resources into specialized law 
enforcement units dedicated to cannabis 
enforcement. For example, Sacramento created 
a unit of 15 new officers dedicated to unlicensed 
cannabis.42 Working with SWAT teams, they raid 
suspected unlicensed cannabis grows across 
the city. There are many similar (and often well-
staffed and highly-resourced) law enforcement 
units across the state, including:

• Santa Clara County: Marijuana Eradication Team43 

• San Luis Obispo: Cannabis Regulations Unit44  

• San Jose: Division of Cannabis Regulation45 

• Santa Barbara County: Cannabis Compliance Team45 

• San Bernardino County: Marijuana Enforcement 
Team47 

Thus, just as recreational cannabis has been a major 
growth industry for business interests, so too has it 
been for law enforcement.

Cannabis Enforcement and Immigration

The standard argument in support of this heightened law enforcement attention on the unlicensed 
cannabis market is that it needs to be eliminated to create the fully legal market envisioned by 
Proposition 64. However, not only does this approach tend to needlessly criminalize predominantly 
Black and Brown residents, it also ignores the fact that many of those individuals have valid reasons 
for not moving to the legal cannabis market. 

While recreational marijuana is legalized in California, it continues to be a federal crime to possess 
marijuana, and when it comes to immigration-related decisions, federal law trumps state law. Thus, 
organizations such as the Immigrant Legal Resource Center have advised both documented and 
undocumented immigrants not to work in the marijuana industry because it can be used against 
them during immigration proceedings and even trigger deportation. 

Sources: California Attorney General

Figure Eight. The End of the War on Drugs? California Drug 
Arrests: 2013 Compared to 2018
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Over $28 million 
in grants have 
already been 
made in 2019 
and, importantly, 
those funds are 
explicitly targeted 
toward communities 
that have been 
disproportionately 
affected by the War 
on Drugs.

Photo: T. Popova /  ProStock
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While there have undoubtedly been some deeply 
concerning developments in the use of cannabis 
revenues, the news is not all bad. For example, as 
mentioned previously, at the state level, Proposition 
64 revenues are being used to fund the Community 
Reinvestment Grant Program, which is designed 
to address critical community needs related to 
jobs; mental, physical, and behavioral health; 
and support for reentry from the criminal justice 
system.48 Over $28 million in grants were made in 
2019 and, importantly, those funds were explicitly 
targeted toward communities that have been 
disproportionately affected by the War on Drugs.49 

Additionally, a number of cities and counties have 
put their new cannabis revenues to far better use 
than simply augmenting police budgets, including:

• Santa Ana is dedicating $3.1 million in cannabis 
revenues this year to youth services, including 
tutoring services, internships, and youth 
enrichment programs.50 

• Santa Cruz County is investing $350,000 in 
cannabis revenue per year in the Thrive by 
Three program, which is dedicated to creating a 
robust system of care for children from low-
income families and their families.51 It includes 
initiatives such as the Nurse-Family Partnership, 
a research-based community health program 
in which specially-trained nurses regularly visit 
first-time mothers from early in their pregnancies 
until their child’s second birthday.

• Monterey County is allocating nearly a 
million dollars in cannabis revenues in 2019-
20 to initiatives including early childhood 
education and intervention programs, a 
homeless shelter, and the Whole Person 
Care program, which provides comprehensive 
case management services to those who are 
homeless, have mental illness or substance use 
disorders, or have multiple chronic diseases.52 

• Humboldt County uses $400,000 in cannabis 
revenue per year to fund the Adverse Childhood 
Experiences (ACEs) Collaborative Partnership, 
which seeks to address the impact of the 
intergenerational trauma inflicted by the War 
on Drugs and deep poverty in the Emerald 
Triangle region.53 It provides early childhood 
mental health supports, training for early 
childhood educators on social-emotional needs 
of children, and training for foster parents of 
children who have experienced trauma, among 
other initiatives.

As encouraging as they are, such efforts represent 
just the tip of the iceberg of what could be achieved 
if California cities and counties were to invest 
cannabis revenues appropriately. We are in the 
midst of a once-in-a-generation opportunity for a 
new revenue source at the community level that 
can be a powerful force for public health and racial 
justice. We simply cannot afford to miss this chance 
to repair the harm and trauma caused by decades 
of misguided and racially unjust drug policy.

POSITIVE EXAMPLES AND RECOMMENDED ACTION STEPS
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Thus, while it may be prudent to focus some 
limited law enforcement attention on large-scale 
organized crime within the cannabis sector, for the 
vast majority of the unlicensed cannabis industry, 
we should instead be relying on approaches that 
do not resort to criminalization. Then, instead 
of continuing the pattern of over-investment in 
police and the criminal justice system, cities and 
counties should use cannabis tax revenues to 
substantially increase their investments in youth 
and public health initiatives within Black and Brown 
communities. By allocating cannabis revenues 
toward afterschool programs, mental health 
supports, prevention efforts, youth job training, 
appropriate regulation of the legal cannabis 
industry, and health services, local officials could 
immediately improve community health and 
well-being across the state. In doing so, they 
would not only increase graduation rates, reduce 
juvenile crime, and prevent substance abuse, 
they would enhance the conditions that improve 

public safety over the long-
term. And, fortunately, the 
public recognizes both the 
need to prioritize youth 
investments over expanding 
police budgets (see Figure 
Nine) and the importance 
of concentrating our 
investments in communities 
of color.54

Investing in youth and 
public health is also 
critical given the mounting 
evidence of the harmful 
effects of cannabis use by 
adolescents and pregnant 
women. Multiple studies 
have shown that frequent 
cannabis use by teenagers 
can lead to impaired 
cognitive development and 
even trigger early onset 
of psychosis and other 

mental health issues.55 By slowing cognitive 
development, cannabis use makes it more 
difficult for adolescents to do well in school and 
to graduate from high school.56 For pregnant 
women, cannabis use has been shown to result in 
lower birth weights, and may affect infant brain 
development, effects which carry a range of health 
and developmental risks.57  

Moreover, these health risks associated with 
cannabis use have escalated significantly as the 
cannabis industry has increased THC levels in 
cannabis products, ignoring the potential health 
impact. THC levels in commonly cultivated 
cannabis plants have quadrupled since 1995.58 

Many legal cannabis products now contain THC 
levels as high as 75%-90%.59 

Thus, local officials who have allowed legal 
cannabis businesses to operate in their community 
have an obligation to mitigate these health risks. 

Figure Nine. 
FM3 Research Statewide Survey of California Voters: 
When considering how to best invest local marijuana taxes, do 
you think it is more important to fund (1) programs supporting 
disadvantaged youth or (2) expanding police services?
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They have a responsibility to not only regulate 
allowable products but also invest cannabis 
revenues in programs that provide youth 
with positive alternatives to drug use and that 
educate youth and pregnant women about these 
harms. They also have an obligation to restrain 
the predatory marketing practices of the legal 
cannabis industry that are currently flooding many 
California cities with billboards and ad campaigns, 
some of which are meant to attract youth users.60 

In short, Proposition 64 has created both new 
opportunities and new threats. To maximize the 
former and minimize the latter, it is imperative 
that California learn from the mistakes of the 
past and seize this chance to right some wrongs, 
heal some very deep wounds, and dramatically 
improve the trajectory of children and youth 
whose families and communities were ravaged 
by the War on Drugs. What follows are some 
recommendations for doing so.

If your city or county allows or 
is considering allowing cannabis 
commercial activity but does not 
yet have a tax, implement a special 
tax dedicating the revenues as 
suggested below. 

• For one model, see the “Getting it 
Right from the Start” model special 
cannabis tax ordinance for California 
jurisdictions.61  

Invest cannabis revenues in those 
Black and Brown communities most 
impacted by the War on Drugs.

• As cities and counties look to invest 
cannabis revenues, they should 
first look at those neighborhoods 
and communities that suffered 
the highest rates of arrests for 
cannabis-related crimes. Local police 
and sheriff departments have this 
data and, upon the request of local 
officials, have the ability to generate 
research that will typically reveal 
geographic and racialized patterns of 
arrests and criminalization. 

Invest cannabis revenues in youth 
and in the protection of vulnerable 
populations. 

• Local officials should use these 
revenues to invest in prevention, 
youth development, and public 
health in impacted communities. 
Examples include:  

 ¬ Expanding access to afterschool 
and summer programs, trauma-
informed care, mental health 
supports, restorative and 
transformative justice programs, 
and reentry supports for justice-
involved youth and adults.

 ¬ Supporting youth driven, peer-
to-peer awareness campaigns to 
inform teens about the risks of 
cannabis use.62 

 ¬ Expanding substance abuse 
prevention and treatment programs.

 ¬ Partnering with First 5 and early 
childhood advocates in public 
awareness campaigns to educate 

Recommendations for Local Officials

1.

2.

3.

https://www.gettingitrightfromthestart.org/our-model-ordinances
https://www.gettingitrightfromthestart.org/our-model-ordinances
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4.

pregnant women and to establish 
home visiting programs and other 
early childhood supports.

 ¬ Regulating the legal industry to 
strengthen protection of youth and 
public health.

Increase economic opportunities for 
Black and Brown communities.

• Local officials should expand 
programs to help people with prior 
convictions to reduce or clear their 
criminal records. Thousands of 
Californians face severe limitations 
when it comes to jobs, affordable 
housing, and access to education due 
to prior criminal convictions. People 
who have their records expunged 
have been shown to experience a 33% 
increase in their earning potential.63  

• Cities and counties should support 
economic equity initiatives for 
entrepreneurs of color. This 
should include economic equity 
opportunities in the cannabis 
industry. Some cities in California 
have created support programs 
that create a more diverse and 
inclusive cannabis industry through 
prioritizing equity applicants 
in licensing, providing training, 
incentivizing or requiring hiring 
from vulnerable communities, 
offering fee waivers, and assisting 
with securing space. By following 
the examples of Sacramento, Los 
Angeles, Oakland and San Francisco, 
local governments can ensure that 
communities of color capture some 
of the emerging wealth generated by 
the cannabis industry.

Momentum Growing with Local Organizers
Across the state, local organizers and racial justice advocates are becoming increasingly aware of the need 
to address the issue of local cannabis tax revenues. In Oakland, for example, a grassroots effort is seeking to 
place a measure on a future ballot to set aside the City’s cannabis sales tax revenue into a restricted special 
fund for “services and programs that support and repair the damages from the War on Drugs on individuals, 
their families and their communities.” Coined as the “Emerald New Deal,” the measure seeks to harness the 
proceeds from the emerging cannabis economy to benefit those who have borne the brunt of this racist policy, 
while increasing investments in communities that have historically been neglected.  Funds will prioritize 
community-based initiatives dealing with housing security, employment and business development, 
medical care including mental health treatment, education scholarships, and community organizing. 

In San Diego, organizers with Mid City CAN have conducted an analysis of marijuana arrests for the City 
of San Diego and have presented this data to City Council to raise awareness of extreme racial disparities 
in enforcement. Their data also shows the neighborhoods that were severely over-criminalized due to 
marijuana enforcement. They are recommending the City place cannabis tax revenues into a special fund 
dedicated to supporting the well-being of children and youth in those most impacted neighborhoods.  
Currently the City of San Diego is bringing in $12 million in cannabis revenues for the 2020 fiscal year; this is 
projected to grow to $30 million in the next five years.

For more information about the Oakland effort, please contact Francis Capoltura at fcalpotura@in-advance.org. 
For more information about San Diego, please contact Diana Ross at dross@midcitycan.org.

Source: City of San Diego, Fiscal Year 2021-2025 Five-Year Financial Outlook.
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As the primary leader behind cannabis legalization in California, Governor Newsom has the unique role 
and responsibility to address the concerns expressed in this report. Governor Newsom can:

Use his “bully pulpit” to raise aware-
ness of the importance of investing 
cannabis tax revenues through the 
lens of racial equity and reparations. 

Provide preference points in state 
Prop 64 grantmaking for applicants 
that are targeting the investment 
of their cannabis grant funding in 
communities of color.

Increase funding for public health 
efforts to protect vulnerable 
populations and fully inform the 
public of health risks.

Support policy change that limits 
cannabis marketing, accurately 
informs the public of risks,  and 
eliminates products that are 
attractive to children and youth.

Prioritize communities hit hard by 
the War on Drugs in all cannabis 
licensing opportunities.

Pursue increases in the tax rate on 
high-THC products—for example a 
tax per standard dose of THC—as 
well as limitations on the production 
and sale of such products.

6.
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Research if your local city or county 
has a cannabis tax yet, and if so, how it 
is spending its cannabis tax revenue.

Share the information collected 
under #1 broadly with fellow 
advocates and in the news media.

Educate local officials on the 
racialized history of the War on Drugs 
and share with them examples of 
how state agencies and communities 
are prioritizing cannabis revenues for 
the most impacted neighborhoods. 

Bring forward proposals to your 
local officials for how to tax cannabis 
businesses and invest these revenues 
in your communities based on your 
local needs.

In the absence of action on the part 
of local officials, consider using local 
ballot measures to present voters 
with an alternative for how to 
capture and spend these funds.64 

Recommendations for Governor Newsom

Recommendations for Youth Organizers, Racial Justice 
Advocates And Public Health Activists
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The Push to Lower Cannabis Taxes

The cannabis industry has been engaging in a major advocacy effort to convince localities that they 
should lower their cannabis tax rates. They argue that current rates are stifling the growth of the 
industry and preventing unlicensed operators from shifting to the legal market. Putting aside that the 
“growth-stifling” argument is used by corporations in virtually every industry to expand their profits, 
consider that California’s $3.1 legal cannabis industry grew 23% last year and is projected to become 
a $7.2 billion industry by 2024. Its profitability is attracting more and more wealthy investors by the 
day. Indeed, a national study of cannabis regulations found that California was the most “business-
friendly” state for the cannabis industry. To the extent that individual business owners are experiencing 
diminishing profits, by far the most significant factor is overproduction, not excessive taxation. 

Additionally, a key factor in the passage of Proposition 64 was the promise that there would be 
substantial new revenues to meet critical funding needs across the state. Thus, not only would be it be 
a grave mistake to lower cannabis tax rates, it would also amount to a “bait-and-switch” for California 
voters. The far better path is to emulate what was done with tobacco taxes and implement tax 
increases on recreational cannabis over time to expand the cannabis revenues available to promote 
healthy communities statewide.

Sources:  Patrick McGreevy, “California Now Has the Biggest Legal Marijuana Market in the World. Its Black Market Is Even Bigger,” Los Angeles Times, August 15, 
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